
Athlone Education Centre School Challenge

White paper
Coloured paper or card
Green paper or card
Scissors
Black marker
Pencil
Glue stick

Curly Summertime Flowers

What You Need
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With my pencil, I drew a large “U” shape. Then I drew some vertical
lines with my ruler to about half way or the middle of my “U” shape.
Each line is about 1 cm apart.
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Take one A4 coloured sheet of card or paper and fold it in half.
This means that you will be able to cut out 2 flower shapes at the
same time! It makes the job very handy when you do this!!
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Repeat all this process again using a different colour card this time!
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I cut along these lines with a scissors. It looked like a fringe when I
was finished! Because I folded my card I was able to make 2 flowers
at the same time.
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Using a pencil, curl each strip from the top to where the strip ends, half
way down the flower. This is like making a ringlet as you roll the paper
strip tightly around the pencil. 
Once you reach the end of the strip, remove the pencil. You have
made a paper curl! Repeat this across all the strips of the flower until
you have made lots of curly paper strips. Do the same pencil curling
technique on all your flowers.

Now for the fun bit:



I arranged the circles above my flowers as you can see. These circles
will become the stigma of my flowers.
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I drew some circles on the remaining card with my pencil
and cut them out with the scissors. The circles varied in
size and some were a little larger or smaller than others.

Then I  g lued al l  the f lowers and c i rc les  onto the whi te
background sheet .



I drew some leaves onto green card and cut them out with a scissors.
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Using a b lack marker ,  I  drew in  the stem,  some sepals
and stamen.



Finally, I drew some grass onto green paper or card using a black
marker and cut it out with a scissors. I glued it onto the base of my
picture to make a grassy foreground.
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I finished my artwork by gluing on my green leaves onto the flower
stem.
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And now to reveal  my f in ished masterpiece !    I  loved
how the cur ly  petals  make my f lowers a lmost  3-
d imensional !


